
Fiber-free APPLIQUATOR™ 

for the precise application of 
dental adhesives and liquids.

transcodent.de
You do precision work.
We create your tools.

The Appliquator is available  
in colour-coded soft and regular
versions and in two sizes (please 
see backpage).



100 % fibre - free

Manufactured as „1 piece“

Co-molded

SOFT variant with extra flexible head

Two sizes: regular / fine

Designed shape

Easy to bend (Head holds the position)

FEATURES BENEFITS

Precise application

Bends easily

Non dripping

No contamination of the cavity through 

applicator „fibres“

No glued parts

Consistent „transport volume“

Unit Dose

Bonding agent

Varnish

Desensitizer

Cavity liner

Etchant

FEATURES

Transcodent has completely re-engineered this patent-
ed solution for the application of dental liquids and gels.  
The Appliquator combines a rigid handle with a soft  
pliable head. The head contains capillary canals that 
pick up and release precise doses of dental materials.  
The handle bends and holds its shape for tough-to-reach 
applications.

The co-molded head design is optimized 
to carry a precise dosage of liquid and is 
available in two different sizes.

Transcodent 
APPLIQUATOR

Micro
Brushes

Since the Appliquator is precision molded, the capillary 
canals always hold and release the same amount of fluid 
every time you use one. Instead of painting with a brush, 
you can apply just the amount of liquid needed for the 
procedure, reducing waste and the risk of excess materi-
al in the restoration site. With a pliable head and no glue 
sphere, the Appliquator flexes into tight spots and corners.

FIBER-FREE APPLIQUATOR™

FIBERS

FIBER-FREE

Trays of 50 pieces

Trays of 100 pieces

PACKAGING



Transcodent GmbH & Co. KG
Zum Kesselort 53
D-24149 Kiel

+49 (0) 431 / 979 979 - 0
info@transcodent.de
transcodent.de

The Appliquator is a completely new approach to the 
application of dental liquids and gels. Since it’s not  
a brush and not made from fibers and glue, nothing 
contaminates the restoration or bonding materials. 
 
The Appliquator picks up, holds, and releases the same 
exact dose every time, giving dentists precise control.

OEM variants are available as 50-pcs. and 100-pcs. tray.

ITEM SIZE REF COLOUR 
CODE

PACKAGE UNIT

Intro Kit all sizes 400 all colours 400 (4 × 100)

regular/standard regular 401 blue 100

regular/soft regular 402 green 100

small/standard small 403 yellow 100

small/soft small 404 pink 100

      

ITEM OVERVIEW


